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Super Resolution and Face Recognition Based People Activity Monitoring En-
hancement Using Surveillance Camera
Due to importance of security in the society, monitoring activities and recognizing spe-
cific people through surveillance video camera is playing an important role. One of
the main issues in such activity rises from the fact that cameras do not meet the reso-
lution requirement for many face recognition algorithms. In order to solve this issue,
in this work we are proposing a new system which super resolve the image. First,
we are using sparse representation with the specific dictionary involving many natural
and facial images to super resolve images. As a second method, we are using deep
learning convulutional network. Image super resolution is followed by Hidden Markov
Model and Singular Value Decomposition based face recognition. The proposed system
has been tested on many well-known face databases such as FERET, HeadPose, and
Essex University databases as well as our recently introduced iCV Face Recognition
database (iCV-F). The experimental results shows that the recognition rate is increas-
ing considerably after applying the super resolution by using facial and natural image
dictionary. In addition, we are also proposing a system for analysing people movement
on surveillance video. People including faces are detected by using Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradient features and Viola-jones algorithm. Multi-target tracking system with
discrete-continuouos energy minimization tracking system is then used to track peo-
ple. The tracking data is then in turn used to get information about visited and passed
locations and face recognition results for tracked people.
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Valvekaameratel po˜hineva inimseire ta¨iustamine pildi resolutsiooni parandamise
ning na¨otuvastuse abil
Ta¨napa¨eva u¨hiskonnas omab turvalisus olulist rolli. Sellest tulenevalt on olulisel ko-
hal ka valvekaameratel po˜hinev inimeste ja¨lgimine ning soovitud isikute tuvastamine.
U¨heks olulisemaks probleemiks selle juures on videopildilt eraldatud na¨gude madal
resolutsioon. Enamik na¨otuvastualgoritme ei suuda madala resolutsiooniga na¨gude
po˜hjal piisava ta¨psusega inimesi a¨ra tunda. Selle probleemi lahendamiseks on an-
tud to¨o¨s va¨lja pakutud uus su¨steem, mis suurendab na¨opiltide resolutsiooni kasutades
super-resolutsiooni tehnikaid. Esiteks on kasutatud hajusesitusel po˜hinevat superreso-
lutsiooni meetodit (Sparse Representation based Super Resolution), mis kasutab madala
resolutsiooniga pildile vastava ko˜rgema resolutsiooniga pildi konstrueerimiseks madala
ja ko˜rge resolutsiooniga pildifragmentide kogu ehk so˜nastikku. Teiseks, konvolutsio-
naalsete vo˜rkude su¨vao˜ppel po˜hinevat superresolutsiooni meetodit (Convolutional Neu-
ral Network based Super Resolution). Pa¨rast sisendpildi resolutsiooni parandamist
teostatakse na¨otuvastus kasutades varjatud Markovi mudeleid (Hidden Markov Mod-
els) koos singulaarsete va¨a¨rtuste dekompositsiooniga (Singular Value Decomposition).
Su¨steemi on katsetatud mitmetel tuntud na¨gude andmebaasidel nagu FERET, HP ja
Essexi u¨likooli andmebaas, lisaks ka to¨o¨ raames loodud uuel na¨gude andmebaasil
iCV-F. Eksperimentide tulemused na¨itasid, et na¨otuvastuse tulemus paranes tundu-
valt pa¨rast pildi resolutsiooni suurendamist. Lisaks on va¨lja pakutud uus su¨steem
analu¨u¨simaks videovoolt inimeste liikumist. Inimeste ja nende na¨gude leidmiseks
on kasutatud orienteeritud kallete histogrammi (Histogram of Oriented Gradient)
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ning Viola-Jones algoritmi. Tuvastatud inimeste asukohtade andmed kasutatakse
a¨ra inimeste ja¨lgimise su¨steemis. Selleks on kasutatud mitme sihtma¨rgi ja¨lgimise
su¨steemi, mis kasutab diskreet-pidevat energia va¨hendust (Multi-target tracking sys-
tem with discrete-continuouos energy minimization). To¨o¨ ka¨igus ta¨iendati olemasol-
evat ja¨lgimissu¨steemi. Ta¨ienduse tulemusena va¨ljastab see informatsiooni ja¨lgitud si-
htma¨rkide teekonna kohta la¨bitud ning ku¨lastatud punktide ja¨rjestuse kaudu, lisaks ka
na¨otuvastuse tulemused.
CERCS - T111 Pilditehnika
Ma¨rkso˜nad: Superresolutsioon, Su¨vao˜pe, Valvekaamera Video, Na¨otuvastus, Varjatud
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Today, world security standards in crowded areas like airports, metro, shopping malls
have been highly increased. One way for avoiding threats is to use video surveillance.
Systems like CCTV have been around for quite a while, but has required a lot of manual
work to check the live feed or saved data.
One way to make this more efficient is to deploy automated system to detect and recog-
nise people from the video stream. This requires finding the face and applying face
recognition on it. Such automation is complicated by multiple factors. One of the main
problems is low image resolution, because of cameras often covering large areas to re-
duce cost. A way to reduce such an effect is to apply image super resolution (SR).
Another type of information available through surveillance video is the path of move-
ment of the people. Getting this information manually requires unreasonable amount
of work. In order to automate this a system for detecting people from video stream is
required. Additionally these detections need to be linked together by tracking system to
get the trajectories of moving people.
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1.2 Goals
In the first part of this thesis we are testing the effect of enhancing face image reso-
lution by applying SR to race recognition performance. State-of-the-art sparse repre-
sentation [1] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based SR algorithms [2] are
investigated in improving recognition accuracies of the state-of-the-art face recognition
algorithm of [3]. To the extent of our knowledge, face recognition in different resolu-
tions has not been studied extensively, except in [4] in which optical flow based SR is
used to enhance accuracies of face recognition. However, our proposed system is the
first one in which SR algorithms have been employed for improving quality of low reso-
lution (LR) input facial images before face recognition. We show in this thesis that such
SR algorithms produce high resolution (HR) details that are not necessarily recovered
by simple upscaling algorithms, like bicubic interpolation. It is shown in this thesis that
results of the sparse representation and deep learning-based SR produce images that
are of better quality compared to the input LR images. We show that employing such
higher resolution images improves the recognition accuracy of a state-of-the-art face
recognition algorithm.
In the second part of this thesis a system is implemented for testing a scenario of
tracking people. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features and Viola-jones al-
gorithm [5] are used for detecting people and faces. Multi-target tracking system with
discrete-continuouos energy minimization tracking system [6] is then used to track peo-
ple. The resuting data of the tracking system is then used to get information about
visited and passed locations. Face recognition results from detections together with
tracking data is finally used to recognize tracked people.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains literature review
on image super-resolution. An overview of state-of-the-art face recognition systems and
image pre-processing is given in Chapter 3. A detailed overview of the proposed sys-
tem is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the outcome of experimental results are
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presented. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work.
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2 Super resolution
Image super resolution (SR) techniques aim at enhancing the resolution of images ac-
quired by low resolution (LR) sensors, while also minimizing added visual artifacts.
Such techniques are expected to enable overcoming limitations of LR imaging such as
surveillance cameras. This field of study has been very attractive research topic for
more than two decades now. SR has many practical applications in helping to solve real
world problems in different fields, including satellite and aerial imaging, medical image
processing, text image analysis, sign and number plates reading, biometrics recognition,
facial image analysis and there are many more. Because of this, many research papers
have been written, each proposing new SR method for specific purpose. There are dif-
ferent ways of classifying SR algorithms. Some use spatial domain, some frequency
domain. Some use just one image, some use multiple images. Plus there is number of
different image reconstruction methods used. In this work we have focused on single
image SR in spatial domain. SR algorithms using frequency domain or multy-image
approach have not been proven to be very effective in this area. The field of single im-
age SR has been shown considerable attention [1, 7–9]. Figure 2.1 shows the proposed
taxonomy for SR algorithms by the authors of [10] and also some different single image
based algorithms.
Interpolation has been widely adopted in many SR techniques [11–13]. In past five to
ten years a wide range of new approaches have been suggested which improve conven-
tional linear interpolators.
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Figure 2.1: Single image SR algorithms.
2.1 Learning based Single Image SR
Learning based Single Image SR or Hallucination algorithms were first introduced in
1985 [14]. These algorithms first learn the relationship between some HR examples
and their LR counterparts in training step. Then this knowledge is used to reconstruct
HR image from LR images. Examples for training are picked from specific class such
as fingerprints, face images, etc.
In training step of Feature Pyramids algorithm, a Gaussian resolution pyramid is pro-
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duced by first down-sampling each HR face image and then blurring several times.
Laplacian and Feature pyramids are then generated from these Gaussian pyramids.
Once the system has been trained, the most similar LR image to LR input image/patch
is found from all the pyramids. Then the relationships between the found LR image
and its corresponding HR image are used to predict the HR details of the LR input im-
age [15–18].
Belief Network algorithms use a belief network such as a Markov Network [19] or a
tree structure [20] for learning the relationship between the LR and corresponding HR
images in the training step.
For learning the a priori term of the employed Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) algorithm,
some SR algorithms use methods that are based on projection. Such SR algorithms
include Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21], Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) [22] and Morphological Component Analysis (MCA) [23].
Neural Networks (NN) based SR algorithms share the same concept as belief-network
based methods. Some of such networks are Linear Associative Memories (LAM) with
single [24] and dual associative learning [25], Hopfield NN [26], Probabilistic NN [27],
Integrated Recurrent NN [28] and Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) [29]. Additionally,
Dong [2] proposed a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based single image su-
per resolution method and showed that the traditional sparse-coding-based algorithm
can also be seen as a kind of deep convolutional network. The end-to-end mapping be-
tween LR images and HR images was optimized in Dong’s SR method, which achieves
excellent reconstruction performance.
In Manifold based methods, HR and LR images are assumed to form manifolds which
have similar local geometries in two distinct feature spaces [30]. These methods, like
PCA, are usually used for dimensionality reduction. Manifold based methods include
generally following steps: training step where HR and LR manifolds are generated us-
ing HR images and their corresponding LR counterparts and testing step where input
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image is divided into a set of LR patches to reconstruct HR patches. For each LR patch,
in testing step k-nearest neighbor patches are found from LR manifold. These k-nearest
neighbors are then used to calculate weights for reconstructing the LR patch. Involved
weights and neighbors are then used to reconstruct the HR patch by finding the corre-
sponding objects in the HR manifold.
Tensors are multilinear equivalents of vectors (first order) and matrices (second order).
In Tensor analysis the mappings between multiple factor spaces for linear methods,
such as PCA, are studied. It can be considered as generalized extentsion of traditional
linear methods [31].
Compressive Sensing SR algorithms include methods that use sparse coding. Tech-
niques in [1] and [7] are based on sparsely representing low and high resolution (LHR)
patch-pairs in a dictionary pair, namely dictionary low (Dl) and dictionary high (Dh).
The main idea behind this approach is that each LHR patch-pair is sparsely represented
over the dictionaries where the resulting representations αl,αh have pre-specified corre-
spondence. Sparse representation invariance [1, 7] is a common assumption here. The
idea is that patches in an LHR pair have the same sparse representation over the LHR
dictionary pair αl=αh. Joint learning of the dictionary pair is used to get meaningful
recovery of the HR patch. The authors of [1, 7] have suggested that for recovering the
HR patches, first a dictionary Dl that best fits the LR patches should be learned, and
then a dictionary Dh that works best with the resulting coefficients αl. In [9], an SR
algorithm based on sparse representation of patch-pairs over a dictionary pair was intro-
duced. However no invariance assumption is made. Instead a parametric model which
captures the statistical dependencies between the sparsity patterns of the LHR coeffi-
cients and between the corresponding nonzero coefficients is suggested. Prediction of
αl from αh is done using the MMSE estimator, which arises directly from the model
and has a closed form formula. This model does not require the dictionary pair to be
strictly aligned or even to be of the same size. This removes any restrictions of the
LR dictionary. Because of this, very small orthogonal dictionaries are used for the LR
patches, which help to reduce the computational cost of the scale-up scheme.
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The proposed method in [8] uses self-similarity of image patches within and across




Viola-Jones algorithm [5] was used in order to find faces from images and video frames.
The authors of this algorithm, introduced a novel real-time face detection technique and
it is one of most commonly used face detector techniques today. The algorithm uses
feature-based approach where classifier is trained for features selected by AdaBoost
algorithm. Face detection is done by scanning test image with rectangular window at
different scales and positions. The regions that pass the classifier are declared as faces.
Viola and Jones also introduced a new image representation called an Integral Image.
This can be computed from an image using few operations per pixel, but once computed,
it allows for very fast feature evaluation. Furthermore, this technique uses learning of
several classifiers which have been cascaded, instead of single classifier which would
require computing all features for all scanning windows in the image. Cascading is
first done for most simple classifiers and proceeded to more complex ones. In order to
detect a region of an image as face, it needs to pass through all classifiers. Rejection
at any stage means the region is discarded and will not be processed in later stages.
Rejection of non-face regions as early as possible means it won’t reach more complex
classifiers and therefore speeds up the whole detection process. Figure 3.1 shows red
bounding box around face detected from image by Viola-Jones algorithm. Usually
some illumination enhancement is also done in pre-processing for face recognition, but
as we have videos with good enough illumination, we did not do it here.
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Figure 3.1: Face detected by Viola-Jones algorithm.
3.2 State-of-the-art in face recognition systems
As with image super resolution, there are also many different approaches proposed and
developed for face recognition. Most relevant ones to this work are more explained
here.
Principal components analysis (PCA) is an appearance-based technique which results in
eigenfaces [32, 33]. The idea behind PCA mechanism is dimensionality reduction. It is
done by reflecting eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix. Its objective is to gather
a set of basis functions that are mutually orthogonal. These functions accumulate the
directions of concentrated variance in the data. The coefficients of basis functions are
pairwise decorrelated. A drawback of this method is that it is sensitive to lightning con-
ditions and a number of images in different positions is required to get desired output.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [34, 35] is another appearance-based technique.
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Here discriminatory information is encoded in a linear separable space. Bases of which
don’t have to be necessarily orthogonal. Fishers linear discriminant criterion [34] is ap-
plied. As a result images of the same class are grouped together and images of different
classes are separated from each other. For classifying the training images are projected
into a subspace similarly to eigenspace projection. The test images are then projected
into the same subspace. Identification of test images is done using a similarity measure.
Projected test image is compared to each projected training image, and the test image
is identified by the identity of the closest training image. One way of calculating mini-
mum distance is using the Euclidian distance method.
Support vector machines (SVM) is intended as a technique for pattern recognition. It
has also been used in fece recognition systems. The Authors of [36] proposed to use
SVMs for learning the discrimination functions between each face pair once the fea-
tures are extracted. Face images are here represented by using eigenfaces. A bottom-up
binary tree structure is used for multi-class classification. Each class are in the bottom
level of the binary tree in the beginning. Then, all classes are put into pairs and ”win-
ner” of the comparison of each pair moves to next level.This process is then repeated
until the unique class appear on the top of the tree.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) based approaches have been widely used in recent
years [3]. Samaria and Harter [37] suggested to model facial features from frontal im-
ages by a top-bottom HMM. Kohir and Desai [38] proposed using DCT coefficients as
features in a top-down HMM, which increased face recognition performance. A pseudo
2D representation of the face by using a combination of left-right models arranged in an
ordered sequence [39] were reported to achieve higher recognition rates. More recently
HMM based face recognition methods, like Pseudo 2D HMM with DCT coefficients
features [40], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) coefficients [41], and with Wavelet
coefficients features [42], have been proposed [43].
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can be used to represent algebraic properties of
an image [44]. Singular values of a data matrix give information about the noise level,
24




4.1 HMM based face recognition
In this work, first, the Viola-Jones [5] algorithm was used to extract only faces from
each image to reduce the effects of background and clothing to face recognition results.
After acquiring HR, LR and SR images, face recognition algorithm was applied on
images from each database. We used Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based face recog-
nition system [3]. It uses one dimensional Discrete HMM as classifier and Singular
Values Decomposition (SVD) coefficients as features for face recognition. A seven-
state HMM is used for modelling face configuration which takes into account following
face regions: hair, forehead, eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth and chin.
Each database used in our work has 10 poses per person. Five of each pose of persons
are used to train HMM, and the remaining 5 are used for testing. Both training and test
images go through face recognition process which is divided into seven steps as will
be explained in details here. These steps are: filtering, generating observation vectors,
feature extraction, feature selection, quantization, training and face recognition. In fil-
tering, a 3×3 minimum filter is applied to the face image, to remove unwanted artifacts,
such as highlights in subjects eyes due to flash, and salt noise. After the filtering is
done, the face image is converted into one dimensional sequence. It is done by sliding
a L×W window from top to bottom of the image, which creates a sequence of over-
lapping blocks of width W and height L of each face image of width W and height H.
Next, the features are extracted. Here, instead of using gray values of pixels in sam-
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pling windows, SVD coefficients are used as features. Once the features are extracted
a subset of features that lead to smallest classification error and computational cost are
extracted from SVD which contains three matrices (U, Σ and V) two first coefficients
of Σ (Σ11 and Σ22) and first coefficient of U (U11) are used to associate each block.
This decreases significantly the length of observation vectors and also computational
complexity and sensitivity to noise, changes in illumination, shift and rotation. Since
SVD coefficients have innately continuous values, which can lead to infinite number of
possible observation vectors, that can’t be modeled by discrete HMM, the features need





(ximax − ximin) /Qi
]
(4.1)
ximax and ximin are the maximum and minimum that xi can get in all possible obser-
vation vectors respectively and Qi is the number of distinct levels to quantize to. Here
the first feature (Σ11 is quantized into 10, second (Σ22 into 7 and third (U11) into 18
levels. After each face image is represented by observation vectors, they are modeled
by seven-state HMM. The Baum-Welch algorithm [45] is used to train HMM model for
each person in the database. Finally, for each test image the probability of the observa-
tion vector X in respect to each HMM face model λ is calculated for classification. A












Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the proposed method using CNN SR method.
4.2 Spare Representation based SR
First method adopted for SR purposes in this thesis was sparse presentation based
SR [1]. This method relies on compact representation (for improving performance)
of LHR patch pairs sampled from input image. It uses two coupled dictionaries Dh for
HR patches, and Dl for LR ones (instead of large training patch database). The sparse
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representation of LR patch in terms of Dl is directly used to recover the corresponding
HR patch from Dh. Patches can overlap if reconstructed high-resolution patches agree
on overlapping areas. This method is naturally robust to noise, and therefore the pro-
posed algorithm can handle SR with noisy inputs in a more unified framework.
The basic idea of face image SR consists of two main steps. First, recover a medium
high resolution image from face subspace by using reconstruction constraint, which
states that LR image ILR is a blurred and downsampled version of the HR image IHR
ILR = SfbIHR (4.3)
where fb represents a blurring filter and S is the downsampling operator. Second, re-
cover image details using local sparse model - infer patches of HR image for each LR
image patch
p ≈ Dhα for some α ∈ RK with ‖α‖0  K (4.4)
The high-resolution image IHR patches p can be represented as sparse linear combi-
nation in a HR patches dictionary Dh. The sparse representation α is recovered from
patches of input image ILR by representing them with respect to LR dictionaryDl. Dic-
tionaries Dl and Dh are learned from a set of training examples IHR = {p1, p2, ..., pn1}.
The dictionaries Dl and Dh are learned so that the sparse representation of LR patches
I lLR = {p1, p2, ..., pn2} is the same as the sparse representation of corresponding high-


















Z is normalization factor, λˆ is sparsity regularization parameter and N and M are the
dimensions of high- and low-resolution patches. Additionally first- and second-order
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derivatives are used as feature for LR patch since the high-frequency components help
predicting high-frequency content in HR image. Four one-dimensional filters are used
to extract derivatives:
f1 = [−1, 0, 1], f2 = fT1 ,
f3 = [1, 0,−2, 0, 1], f4 = fT3
(4.8)
Algorithm 1 FLOW SCHEMA OF PROPOSED SYSTEM USING SPARSE REPRE-
SENTATION SR
Input: Low Resolution Image and training dictionary
Output: Face Recognition
for each patch of low resolution image,
• Compute the mean pixel value of the patch.
• Solve the optimization problem.
• Generate the high-resolution patch and put it on high resolution image.’
End for
Using gradient descent, find the closest image which satisfies the reconstruction
constraint
Using HMM and SVD to find the face recognition rate.
In this work, images were super resolved using two different types of dictionaries. One,
dictionary was generated of natural images which included images of different plant
leaves and flowers, zebra pattern, building sides, veichles, fruits, etc. The other type of
dictionaries were generated from only face images. All face images were super resolved
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using the natural dictionary and face images dictionary. Face images dictionary used
for a face database was generated from face images that did not include images from
the same database for getting more realistic scenario.
4.3 CNN based SR
Figure 4.1 visualize second method used for SR in this thesis - the deep learning convo-
lutional networks [2]. CNN has been around for decades [46], but recently it has shown
an explosive popularity somewhat thanks to its success in image classification [47].
Factors of central importance in this progress are:
• More efficient training implementations on modern powerful GPUs [47]
• Proposed Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [48]
• wide range of easily acessible data, such as ImageNet [49], for training models
In order to find super resolved images using CNN, first a bicubic interpolation technique
is used for upscaling the image to the desired size. The interpolated image is denoted as
Iinterpolated. Our goal is to recover from Iinterpolated an image ISR which is as similar as
possible to the ground truth HR image IHR. We still call Iinterpolated a LR image for the
ease of presentation, although it has the same size as IHR. We wish to learn a mapping
F , which conceptually consists of three operations:
• Patch extraction and representation: this operation extracts (overlapping)
patches from the LR image Iinterpolated and represents each patch as a high di-
mensional vector. These vectors comprise a set of feature maps, of which the
number equals the dimensionality of the vectors.
• Non-linear mapping: this operation nonlinearly maps each high dimensional
vector onto another high dimensional vector. Each mapped vector is conceptually
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of the proposed system using CNN SR.
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the representation of a HR patch. These vectors comprise another set of feature
maps.
• Reconstruction: this operation aggregates the above HR patch-wise representa-
tions to generate the final HR image. This image is expected to be similar to the
ground truth IHR. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the SR method that is used in
the proposed method.
4.3.1 Patch extraction and representation
In image restoration it is common to represent patches that have been densely extracted
by a set of pre-trained bases such as PCA, DCT, Haar, etc. Convolving image by a set of
filters, each of which is a basis is equivalent to this. In deep learning CNN method these
bases are optimized to optimize the network. First layer is expressed as an operation
Υ1:
Υ1 (Iinterpolated) = max (0, Y1 ∗ Iinterpolated +B1) (4.9)
where Y1 represents filters and B1 biases. The size of Y1 is c × SF1 × SF1 × n1, c
represents the number of channels of input image, SF1 is the spatial size of the filter
and n1 is the number of used filters. Therefore, Y1 applies n1 convolutions of size
c × SF1 × SF1 on the image. n1 feature maps are composed for the output. B1 is a
vector that has n1 dimensions. Each element of B1 is associated with a filter. ReLU is
applied on filter responses.
4.3.2 Non-linear mapping
As a result of first layer, n1-dimentional feature is extracted for each patch. In second
operation, each of these n1-dimensional vectors are mapped into an n2-dimensional
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vector. Second layer operation is:
Υ2 (Iinterpolated) = max (0, Y2 ∗Υ1 (Iinterpolated) +B2) (4.10)
Y2 has size of n1× 1× 1× n2 and B2 is n2-dimensional. The output is n2-dimensional
vector, which conceptually represents a HR patch that will be used for reconstruction.
4.3.3 Reconstruction
Predicted overlapping HR patches are often averaged in traditional methods to produce
final full image. The averaging can be done by a pre-defined filter on a set of feature
maps. Each position in these feature maps is the ”flattened” vector form of a HR patch.
Considering this, a convolutional layer to produce the final HR image is defined by:
Υ3 (Iinterpolated) = Y3 ∗Υ2 (Iinterpolated) +B3 (4.11)
Here Y3 size is n2 × SF3 × SF3 × c and B3 is a vector with c dimensions. If HR
patches are represented in the image domain, the filters are expected to behave like
averaging filter; if HR patches are represented in some other domains, Y3 is expected to
first project the coefficients onto the image domain and then do the averaging. Y3 has to
be a set of linear filters either way.
4.4 Tracking
Tracking part of this thesis consists of four steps: background extraction, human detec-
tion from video frames, face recognition, tracking and presenting information of visited
locations in a log file.
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Figure 4.2: The flowchart of the CNN SR method.
4.4.1 Background extraction
Before starting to detect human, the background is extracted from video frame to re-
duce false detections. There are several ways for removing background from the video
frames. We considered mainly two options: average image of frames and using just
an empty frame from the video. This tracking system is intended to be used in places
like shopping malls, airports, metro, etc. Although these are all crowded areas, there is
still a period of time where no people are in the video frame. Such frames can be used
as background images. Using average image of multiple frames is both computatively
more expensive and has usually shades of foreground items as visible on Figure 4.3.
Considering this, we decided to use single empty frame as a background image Ibg.
The background extraction from each processed frame is visualized on Figure 4.4 and
described in more details here:
• Video frame If is subtracted from background to get the difference Id.
Id = Ibg − If (4.12)
• Difference image is converted into binary image Ibw. This function, Υb, is shown
in equation 4.13. It replaces all pixels with luminance greater than a set level
value, l, with 1 and the rest with 0, which correspond to white and black respec-
tively. l is an unsigned integer number in the range from 0 to 255. In this work
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Figure 4.3: Background image from averaging frames with ghost-like noises which are
due to moving people in different frames.
we have used mainly 25 as this value.
Ibw = Υb (Id, l) (4.13)
where Υb is an operation to convert an image into the binary image by using the
given threshold, l.
• A foreground mask FM is formed from acquired Ibw, and frame is then mul-
tiplied elementwise by this mask to remove background and get the foreground
image Ifg.
Ifg = FM.× If (4.14)
where .× denotes element wise operation.
• At this point background pixels of Ifg are black - 0 pixel value. These pixels are
switched to white for better contrast.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of background extraction.
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4.4.2 Human detection
For human detection, we have implemented our own script. First, from foreground im-
age all people and upper bodies are detected. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)
features and a trained Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier are used to detect peo-
ple from an input image [50]. Viola-Jones algorithm [5], with specific classification
model for upper-bodies is used to detect upper-body regions. Upper-body region is
defined as the head and shoulders area. The details of head and shoulder region are en-
coded using Haar features. Thanks to using more features around the head, this model
manages better with pose changes such as head rotations and tilts [51].
A confidence measure is needed for detections for better tracking results. This is han-
deled by checking if a detected person has also detected upper-body and detected face.
If all exist, then the confidence is 1, which is maximum. If two out of three are there,
then the confidence is 2/3 and 1/3 in case of only one detection.
When people are moving in crowded areas or between obstructions such as shelves in
a store, the most visible part should be the upper-body. Because of this, the detection
algorithm is built around upper-body detections. Considering this, for all upper bodies
following checks are made:
• For upper-body to be considered together with a detected person, the detected
upper-body has to be entirely inside and also entirely above the center of the
detected person. Violet horizontal line is visible on figure 4.5.
• Frontal faces are looked for from inside upper-body. Unlike detecting people
and upper bodies, detecting faces is done from original video frame with back-
ground. This is done to avoid missing detections due to defects from background
extraction. Faces are detected again using Viola-Jones algorithm. But this time
with classification model that detects upright and forward facing faces. Model
has weak classifiers that use Haar features to encode facial features. Classifiers
are composed, based on the classification and regression tree analysis (CART)
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which provide the ability to model higher-order dependencies between facial fea-
tures [52].
– If no suitable frontal face is found, then another classification model is used
to find upright profile faces from inside the upper-body. This model is also
composed of weak classifiers, that use Haar features for encoding face de-
tails. But unlike for frontal faces, in this model the classifiers are composed
based on decision stump.
• If there is either frontal or profile face found from inside the upper-body, then its
position relative to the upper-body is checked. If detected face is entirely inside
the upper-body and touches the vertical line that goes from the center to the upper
edge of the detected upper-body. The line can be seen on figure 4.5.
4.4.3 Face recognition
In case there is either frontal or frofile face detected in upper-body, face recognition
algorithm is ran on it. HMM is again used here. The face is compared against face
database. HMM returns index of the closest class and a score. Higher score means that
corresponding class is more likely to be best match. For each class in database, there
is a threshold score. Score returned by HMM is then compared with the treshold score
of returned class. If the score exceeds the threshold, then it is considered to be positive
face recognition result. This all is done, because in real world it is almost impossible
and in most casses also not necessary to have all people in the database. And if there is
a person that is not in a database, then we don’t want the system to tell us that this is the
person from database that HMM found closest.
4.4.4 Tracking
Once people are detected and face recognition is done, then all this information is saved
into a Extensible Markup Language (XML) file. This file contains upper-body detec-
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Figure 4.5: Person (red), upper-body (blue) and face (green) detection bounding boxes.
tions, confidence and FR results of each frame. Detection location is presented by
height, width, and center coordinates of the detection box among x and y axis. Con-
fidence is presented as floating point number. FR results include: class, score and an
indication of whether the score was above threshold or not.
This XML yields as a set of target hypotheses TH for tracking system. In this work we
are using a multi-target tracking with a discrete-continuous optimization [6] with some
minor modifications. Modifications were made to merge tracks that originated from
same detections, for using FR results and to log information of visiting and passing lo-
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cations.
The goal of the tracking system is to identify a set of target trajectories T = {T1, ..., Tn}
from TH . This implies a need for data association a for each detection r and assigning
a label ar ∈ LD = {1, ..., n} ∪ ∅. As a result, each detection is either identified as
belonging to one of the trajectories or has label ∅, which identifies it as a false alarm.
Data association also takes detection confidence into account. Eventually multi-target
tracking is performed by minimizing joint energy E(T ,a) with respect to the T and a.
Once tracking system has produced T , in post processing we check additionally for tra-
jectories that originate from same detections. If there exist two trajectories Tu and Tv,
where last n associated detections of Tu are same as first n associated detections of Tv,
then Tv is actually an extention of Tu and these trajectories are merged together.
FR result is also assigned to each T . For each trajectory a set of positive FR results (G)
is composed. If an associated detection has FR result, that is above threshold, then it is
put into G. From this set the most popular FR result is assigned to T .
Another addition was added to tracking system in order to achieve data about locations
which tracked people visited or passed. Locations are predefined as bounding boxes.
Data about people visiting or passing locations is collected by comparing trajectory
coordinates with locations. If trajectory coordinates are inside a bounding box of a lo-
cation, then it is counted as passing. If trajectory coordinates are inside location for
longer than predefined amount of frames, then it is counted as visiting.
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5 Experimental results and discussion
All the code for executing experiments is written in MATLAB.
5.1 Experimental results of FR after image SR
Four face databases are used in the experiments. These databases are the facial recogni-
tion technology (FERET) database [53, 54], Essex Faces facial images collection [55],
Head Pose Image database (HP) [56] and our recently introduced iCV Face Recognition
database (iCV-F) [57].
5.1.1 Data
The iCV-F database consists of face images of 31 subjects of which each subject has
10 images. The database includes people wearing glasses or not and various skin color.
Models were asked to make different facial expressions while the photos were taken.
Fig. 5.1 shows some images of the iCV-F database.
The FERET program was sponsored by the Department of Defense’s Counterdrug
Technology Development Program through the Defense Advanced Research Products
Agency (DARPA). It ran from 1993 through 1997 and its primary mission was to de-
velop an automatic face detection system to assist security, intelligence and law en-
forcement. FERET database was collected to support testing and evaluation of face
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Figure 5.1: Some samples of iCV-F database.
recognition algorithms. The photos were taken in a semi-controlled environment. The
same physical setup was used in each photography session to maintain consistency in
the whole database. There are some minor differences in images gathered on different
dates due to reassembling the equipment for each session. The final corpus consists of
14051 eight-bit grayscale images with views of models’ heads ranging from frontal to
both left and right profiles. [53,54]. In 2003 a color version of the database was released
by DARPA. It included 2413 HR, 24-bit color still facial images of 856 individuals. The
selected subset of FERET images database consists of 500 color images.
The Essex Faces consists of 1500 images. The subjects of the database sat at fixed dis-
tance from the camera and were asked to speak during the photoshoot. Speaking is for
introducing variations of facial expressions. Original images of the database are 180 by
200 pixels. The background of all photos is plain green. No head scale is used. There
are very minor changes in head turn, tilt and slant and in position of face in image. No
lighting variation in the photos. Also there is no individual hairstyle variation since the
photos were taken in a single session [55].
The HP database consists of 2790 face images of 15 individuals with variations of pan
and tilt angles from -90 to +90 degrees. It has 2 series of 93 images, all in different
poses, for each person. The reason for having 2 series is to have known and unknown
faces for training and algorithms. The database features people of various skin color and
with or without glasses. The background of images is neutral and uncluttered for focus-
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ing on face operations [56]. The subset of the HP database used in this work includes
150 images. Faces in the selected subset are turned only in the horizontal direction.
Our own faces database (iCV-F) consists of 310 images. Photos were taken in 2 ses-
sions in similar conditions. The database includes people wearing glasses or not and
various skin color. Models were asked to make different facial expressions while the
photos were taken.
5.1.2 Evaluation protocol
The facial images firstly has been passed through Viola-Jones face detector and the
segmented faces are resized to 60 x 60 pixels. These images are then downsampled by
factor of 4 in order to achieve low resolution input images. Fig. 5.2 shows the LR and
super resolved images of different databases. The low resolution images at left have
the size of 15x15 and super resolved images at right 60 x 60. The first row is belong
to Essex database, the second row is for FERET database, the third and forth rows are
belong to HP and iCV-F database respectively.
5.1.3 Results
In order to evaluate and verify the efficiency and reliability of the proposed SR method
in terms of providing sufficiently illustrative information for face recognition under var-
ious experimentation scenarios, it is applied to numerous databases, where the recog-
nition rates (RR) are obtained for three variants of the images, which are, namely, the
original, LR and super-resolved ones. More clearly, the underlying notion is that the
performance of the SR technique taken into account is implicitly represented by the ca-
pability of the face recognition algorithm in fulfilling its task properly, since it stands for
its level of effectiveness in retrieving the data lost at the downsampling stage. The latter
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Figure 5.2: LR and SR images of different databases.
is denoted by the amount of improvement appearing in the face recognition rate using
the super-resolved images as the subjects, while being compared against that of the LR
ones. In other words, when recognizing the faces using the super-resolved images, a
more powerful SR method leads to recognition rates closer to the case of considering
the original ones.
The databases utilized in the context of the experiments conducted for the purpose of
this study include Essex, HP, FERET and iCV-F. Separate recognition rates are reported
by using the original, LR and super-resolved images. In order to evaluate the stressful-
ness of the proposed SR method in enhancing the recognition rate from the case of
using the LR images towards the one achieved by taking advantage of the original im-
ages, it is shown by the metric compensation ratio (CR), which shows the percentage
of the difference between the recognition rate achieved on the LR images and that of the






where RRO, RRLR and RRSR stand for the recognition rates accomplished using the
original, LR and super resolved images, respectively. For representing the results of
sparse representation SR the CR values are separately calculated for natural dictionary
(CRN ) and faces dictionary (CRF ) using RRSRN and RRSRF , respectively.The results
of the above procedure are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Table 5.1: The RR percentages, achieved by sparse representation SR method.
RR RRLR RRSRF RRSRN RRO CRF CRN
Essex 75.87 95.07 95.87 99.20 82.30 85.73
iCV-F 76.13 83.87 85.81 98.06 35.29 44.14
HP 26.67 29.33 29.33 50.67 11.08 11.08
FERET 20 14.80 17.60 31.6 -44.83 -20.69
Results of face recognition after super resolving face images using sparse representa-
tion based SR method are given in Table 5.1. This table represents the RRO, RRLR,
RRSRN , RRSRF and CR values, in percent, achieved by applying the sparse represen-
tation SR method on the Essex, iCV-F, HP and FERET databases, which are sorted in
the descending order of CR. Face recognition result for images super resolved using
natural dictionary are better than results for faces dictionary for all databases. However
if we compare face recognition results of SR images and low resolution image, then we
see some differences. CR value of 82.36% and 85.73% for Essex database shows con-
siderable gain in FR results after SR. Also 35.29% and 44.14% for iCV-F are very good
compensation rates. CR value for HP database is a bit lower 11.08% and for FERET it
is actually negative, which shows that face recognition result for LR images is actually
better than for SR images.
All in all, according to results face dictionary doesn’t give considerable advantage over
natural images dictionary in SR. SR on the other hand gives better results in face recog-
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Table 5.2: The RR percentages, achieved by the CNN SR method.
RR RRLR RRSR RRO CR
Essex 75.87 86.8 99.20 46.85
HP 26.67 37.33 50.67 44.42
FERET 20 21.60 31.6 13.79
iCV-F 76.13 78.1 98.06 8.98
nition in most cases. Results of face recognition after super resolving face images using
CNN based SR method are given in Table 5.2. This table represents the RRO, RRLR,
RRSR and CR values, in percent, achieved by applying the CNN SR method on the
Essex, HP, FERET and iCV-F databases, which are sorted in the descending order of
CR. The fact that the CR has taken positive values in the case of all the databases
utilized shows that the CNN based SR method has always led to improvements in the
face recognition rate, demonstrating its superiority. Using the Essex and HP databases,
the latter enhancement is considerable, and takes values as high as 46.85% and 44.42%,
respectively. Nevertheless, the recognition rate achieved by using the HP and FERET
databases is essentially low, which is due to the lack of robustness in the HMM-based
face recognition algorithm [3] against the pose changes, which is widely apparent in
both of the foregoing databases. However, the efficiency of the proposed method is
clearly shown by the improvements accomplished in recognizing the faces from the Es-
sex and iCV-F databases. Although the recognition rates using the LR images from the
foregoing databases are already relatively high, still applying the proposed method has
resulted in considerably better recognition rates in both of the cases.
5.1.4 Discussion
In this thesis we have shown that super resolving the low resolution facial images will
boost the face recognition rate. Also through experimental result reported in Table 5.1
we have shown that including only facial images in the dictionary will not increase the
correct face recognition rate as if we have a dictionary of natural images in the super
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resolution step. While sparse representation based SR gives FR results close to original
images for Essex database, the results for other databases are not so impressive. The
CNN based SR images results are more stable giving higher FR results compared to LR
images for all databases.
5.2 Experimental results of tracking
5.2.1 Data
In order to test our algorithm for human detection and tracking from video, we recorded
a set of videos. Videos were recorded using High Definition camera, hence the resolu-
tion was 1920x1080 pixels. Frame rate of the videos was 25 frames per second. The
actors in the videos simulated a scenario of customers moving between store shelves
when shopping. On hand items like bean bag chairs were used as substitutes to repre-
sent store shelves. Actors moved around between shelves and stopped in some locations
for 2-3 seconds to represent visiting of a location.
5.2.2 Results
In order to demonstrate the proposed method the results of one video are presented
here. This video features three people. The length of the video 1028 frames. In order
to reduce the processing time only every fifth frame is processed to find detections.
The trajectories of people in the video are presented on a 3D plot on figure 5.3. x
and y-axis on the horizontal plane illustrate the dimensions of each video frame. the
vertical axis represents each frame. Therefore, each point on the plot visualize the
coordinates of a trajectory on each frame. In total 13 trajectories were found by the
tracking algorithm. In ideal there should have been one track for each person. Due to
some gaps in detections, the tracking algorithm was unable to merge all trajectories of
one person together.
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Figure 5.3: Resulting trajectories of tracking
As a result of the tracking process, we know the position of each person by the coordi-
nates of bottom center of upper boby (see trajectory 11 (violet line) on figure 5.4. The
tracking line starts from the point in bottom center of the upper body). These coordi-
nates can also be used to tell if a person is in some location. Therefore, before starting
to analyse the movement of people on the video, the locations of interest can be defined.
Figure 5.5 visualize the locations defined for our test video. Figure 5.4 shows 2 people
at a predefined location: person with trajectory 13 (light blue) stationary in location 7,
person with trajectory 8 (green) passing location 4.
According to our scenario, we are interested in the sequence of locations people passed
and visited. Table 5.3 represents the order in which each trajectory visited and passed
the predefined locations.
In addition to analysing the movement of people, it is possible to also run face recogni-
tion on them. In real life scenarios we are not interested in recognizing all people, but
only certain individuals of interest that are in the database. To mock this situation, we
made a video where two people out of three are known to our face recognition system
as classes ’s1’ and ’s2’ and the third person is unknown. For each face processed by
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Figure 5.4: Tracked people and indication of visiting or passing locations.
our HMM FR system a class and a score is returned. Class refers to the person in our
database that the input face most likely belongs to. Score refers to how similar is the
input face to the classified person in the database. Finding the most similar person from
the database does not satisfy our aim. We need to determine if the person in the video
really is the recognized person. To tell if the FR result is just the closest class or actually
the person on the video, a mean face recognition score of each class in the database is
found. If a FR result score is higher than the threshold score, then the recognition result
is more likely to be actual person in our database, rather than just the closest person.
In our experiments we first found the class and score using HMM FR, then compared
the score with the threshold score of the class. If score was higher than the threshold,
then the FR result was counted as positive, and negative otherwise. Positive meaning
here that person on video is actually person from our database. Taking into account all
positive FR results for a trajectory, the most popular class is picked as FR result for the
trajectory. Table 5.4 represents the results. The FR results returned from the system are
compared with actual classes given manually. For the test video the accuracy of cor-
rectly classifying people is measured by the percentage of system correctly assigning
class to trajectories ant the result was 38.46%. This result is lower than expected and
shows that perhaps a more robust FR method should be used here.
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Figure 5.5: Predefined locations





4 3 2, 3
5 3
6 9 9
7 1, 10 1, 10, 6
8 2, 4 2, 3, 4, 9
9 6 6
10 2 7, 2
11 8 8, 5, 3
12 12 12
13 7, 2 11, 7, 2
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Table 5.4: FR results assigned to trajectories
















6 Conclusion and Future Work
This work includes two main parts. First increasing face recognition accuracy from
low resolution input by applying super resolution on the facial image before running
the FR. Second a method for analysing movement and recognizing people from surveil-
lance videos was proposed.
Two super resolution methods were proposed in first part in order to solve the chal-
lenge of face recognition in surveillance videos. First, sparse representation based SR
method with a specific dictionary involving facial and natural images. Second, deep
learning convolutional network SR method. Face recognition is done after super reso-
lution by adopting HMM and SVD. The system has been tested on many well-known
face databases such as FERET, HP, and Essex University databases as well as our own
face database. The experimental results shows that the recognition rate is increasing
considerably after applying the super resolution.
In the second part a new system for detecting people from video stream was proposed.
Detection locations and face recognition results from the detecting system was used as
an input for Multi-target tracking system with discrete-continuouos energy minimiza-
tion. Tracking system was modified to provide information about visiting locations and
face recognition results. The system was tested on self made videos.
The results of the second part of this work imply that somewhat better face recognition
results could be achieved by using more robust face recognition method in the future.
Tracking results could also be slightly improved in the future by improving the detection
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system by applying more robust method for detecting people. In case of low-resolution
input video, image SR can be implemented into detecting system to boost the results.
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Appendix B: Source codes
All code for testing proposed methods in this thesis were written in MATLAB. Produced
code is available in Github at https://github.com/tuiboupin/SRFRBPAMEUSC
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